
Operating Manual
F-825
Infrared Ray Body Shaping Blanket

Please read this manual carefully before using the product.



I. Safety cautions
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To ensure that you can use this product properly, please read all the information in 

this section carefully before use. Follow all the instructions to avoid property losses 

to others and you. Safety cautions: 

This label indicates possible hazards, which, if not avoided timely, may lead to serious 

injury or even death. 

Make sure to follow the safety instructions: 

Warning:

Caution: 

This label indicates possible hazards, which, if not avoided timely, may lead to serious 

body injury or property losses. 

1) Electric blanket works with high power and could cause slight alternating 

electromagnetic field radiation to human body. So, this instrument is not suitable for 

pregnant women, children, the aged or those with hypertension, heart disease, 

epilepsy or sensitive skin. Customers who have been suffering from diseases for a 

long time should follow doctor's advice to use this instrument.

2) When electric blanket is heating, make sure there is someone to watch its 

operating conditions and the host machine's operating conditions. Special attention 

shall be attached to customers' adaptation to blanket temperature. Please adjust the 

temperature according to customers' comfortableness to avoid excessively high 

temperature. 

3) Never use this instrument in a damp place (for example bathroom) or any other 

places with high temperature, direct sunlight or where it is easy to collide with other 

objects or fall down. Please clean your skin before use.

4) Never power on electric blanket while it is folded.

5) Never use electric blanket while it is crinkled, rolled or folded.

6) Neither insert a pin in electric blanket, carve it with sharp objects or hammer it 

with blunt objects, nor fix it with a pin or other metal objects. 

7) Never use it with other heaters (for example foot stove) and never heat any other 

heaters. 

8) Never allow electric blanket to be placed around fire source (for example cigarette 

end and lighter) to avoid fire. 

9) Never power on electric blanket when there are heavy objects on it, so as to 

prevent electric blanket from being damaged due to local overheating. 

10) Don't use this instrument if its electric blanket or host machine gets wet. 

11) Never allow non professionals (including children) to operate this instrument. 

12) Electric blanket shall not be washed with water or dry washed. 

13) Never extrude, put heave objects on or step on electric blanket at positions 

where it is folded or crinkled; otherwise, this can damage electric blanket's internal 

wire and connector. 

14) In case of a failure, host machine or electric blanket shall not be disassembled or 
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1) Before use, please carefully observe electric blanket's flexible cord and internal 

and external surfaces to see if they have any abnormality. If there is any abnormality 

and it's not able to confirm whether it is safe, please don't use it continuously and 

please return it to supplier for inspection and service. 

2) Regularly check electric blanket to see if it is worn or damaged; if so, please return 

this product to supplier for inspection and service before use again to avoid local 

accident. 

3) Should there be any accident or damage (for example smoke, fog and abnormal 

sound), make sure to cut the power before any action. 

4) Please cut the power after use. Store this instrument as per the following 

instructions: (1) While storing electric blanket, allow it to cook down before folding; 

(2) During storage, don't put other objects onto electric blanket, so that electric 

blanket will not be apparently damaged or will not have apparent fold trace at next 

time of use. 

5) When using this product, user should take in enough water. This instrument mainly 

aims for sweat discharge to avoid water shortage or sunstroke. 

6) Before use, user may apply an appropriate amount of body shaping cream or other 

auxiliary products to customers, but make sure to give cotton towel or special body 

shaping clothes to them; as a result, sweat and other excretions will not penetrate 

into blanket, affecting its service life. 

7) Excessively low ambient environment may possibly affect the product use. 

Optimum working ambient temperature: +20℃ - +35℃ .

2. Caution
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repaired by non professionals. Please ask professionals for examination or contact 

your dealer for repairing at designated places. 

15) Before cleaning host machine or electric blanket, make sure to pull out power 

wire. 

16) Make sure that power plug is properly inserted into power socket. Otherwise, it 

may cause a fire or result in an electric shock. 

17) In case power wire or electric blanket is damaged, please contact manufacturer 

or agent for replacement with a new one. 

18) Don't use this instrument in a place where paint or oxygen is supplied. 

19) Please power off this instrument before pulling out power wire from power 

socket. 

20) Electric blanket's casing is made from semi-PU, while inside waterproof cloth is 

oxford cloth affixed with PU film. After use, please clean it with clean wet cloth and 

leave it aside for air drying; in case body shaping cream or other greasy substance is 

splashed onto electric blanket during use, please clean it with neutral cleaning 

solution; it's not allowed to clean it with acid, alkaline or organic solvent. 

21) If this instrument is to be left unused for a long term, please cut its power and 

keep accessories and host machine separately in a shady and well-ventilated place. 

22) Electric blanket's safety service life is up to 6 years (exclusive of impacts from 

outside force). (Please see nameplate of electric blanket for production date) 



II. Product overview

Nowadays, body shaping has become one of the hottest topics of modern ladies. Every lady 

hopes to have a curvy and exquisite body. We all know the necessity to spend time on body 

exercises, which is not only time-consuming, but also energy-saving; but even doing so 

offers no guarantee for weight loss. A lot of ladies would select a method that is the least 

time-consuming and the most comfortable -- infrared ray body shaping method that is the 

most favorable one to beauticians and works fast to realize the weight loss effect. This 

method works for cell activation, fat burning, blood purification, toxin elimination, immunity 

improvement, blood circulation promotion and metabolism improvement. 

Infrared ray heat energy body shaping blanket is a blanket-shaped weight loss and body 

shaping instrument. With large coverage area, it can fully cover the body below neck. 

Thermal effect of infrared ray can promote body fat for decomposition and promote 

metabolism products to be discharged out; as a result, toxin, moisture, decomposed fatty 

acid and other metabolism products in human body will discharge along with perspiration 

system and other excretory systems, so as to achieve the effects of weight loss and 

slimming. III. Packaging information

III. Packaging information

Host computer x1 Three-zone temperature regulation blanket  x1

Manual x1Power wire x1

IV. Technical parameter

Rated voltage (V) 100 110 120 220 230 240

Rated frequency 
(Hz)

60 60 60 50 50 50

1. Input power supply can be one kind in the table below: (See nameplate of host machine 

for details)
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Zone A

1
8

0
0

800

800

500

V. Features

1. Digital temperature display and three-channel temperature zone control system 

enable this product to be easy to operate and save space. 

2. With in-depth heating and extreme-speed fat dissolution, this instrument can act 

on fat layer directly, so as to consume excess heat, dissolve fat, purify blood, 

discharge toxins, enhance immunity, promote blood circulation, improve metabolism, 

get rid of excess moisture, mitigate pains caused by chronic inflammation and 

promote regenerative function. 

3. This instrument's operating power can reach up to 480W, better decomposing in-

depth fat compared to electric blankets over the market. Its amount of sweat 

produced can be 2 to 3 times that produced with ordinary electric blanket. Therefore, 

its use effect is more apparent (about 500 to 700 calorie can be burned for one-hour 

treatment period; it is equal to the amount of sweat for running of 5 to 6km. )
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2. Input power: 480W

3. Host machine's output voltage: Isolation voltage   

AC40V

4. Electric blanket power: 120W × 3

5. Set temperature range: +20℃ - +55℃

6. Overall dimensions of principal part of unfolded 

electric blanket (see diagram on the right): 

7. Working temperature: Temperature +15℃ - +40℃ , RH 

30%-90%

8. Storage environment: Temperature -20℃ - +60℃, RH 

30%-80%

9. Weight of host machine: 6.4kg

10. Weight of electric blanket: 5.8kg

11. Gross weight: 14.5kg

12. Package dimensions: 780×450×265mm

VI. Control panel

A. Start/stop key

B. A channel indicator

C. B channel indicator

D. Channel selection key

E. C channel indicator

F. Temperature descending key

G. Temperature increment key

H. Setting status indicator

I. Temperature setting key

J. Temperature display window

K. Time descending key

L. Time incremental key

M. Time display window

Zone B

Zone C



A
BC

VII. Instructions for operation and function

1. Heating zone A corresponds to the upper body part, zone B is used for the lower 

body part, while zone C is used for feet. Connect the host machine according to the 

arrangement of A, B and C, and then insert the power wire.

2. Turn on the power switch on the back of host machine and 1 beep sound of buzzer 

will be heard; the instrument will enter the standby status. 

3. Default startup time is 30 minutes. Channel A is selected and selected channel in 

standby status is on in green color. Temperature window displays the current 

temperature of the selected channel. 

4. Key functions: 

        1) Pressing “Time incremental key” or “Time descending key” could regulate set 

time value (1 minute to 60 minutes). Long press either of them can change set time 

continuously. 

        2) In standby mode, pressing “channel selection key” can select channels A, B 

and C circularly, and display the current temperature of the selected channel. 

        3) By pressing “Start/stop key”, the instrument can switch between running 

status and standby status. 

        4) Press “Temperature setting key” to exit or enter setting. In setting status, the 

setting status indicator will be on. (default at startup: Three channels are all set at the 

temperature of 50�. But, their values can be adjustable within the range 20℃ -55℃ )

        5) “Temperature descending key” and “Temperature incremental key” can be 

effective only in setting status. Long press these buttons can continuously adjust the 
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set temperature value. 

        6) In standby mode, pressing “channel selection key” can select channels A, B 

and C circularly, and display the set temperature of the selected channel.

5. In running status, the instrument will display the temperature of channels A, B and 

C circularly and automatically. If channel indicator is on in red color, it means that this 

instrument is in heating status, but if channel indicator is on in green color, it means 

that this instrument is in heat preservation status.

6. In running status, you may press “temperature setting key” to enter setting status 

and now all the channels stop heating. By pressing “temperature setting key” again 

or if no key is pressed within 5s, this instrument will save temperature setting value, 

exit setting and restore to immediately previous status.

7. In running status, a channel not connecting to electric blanket will stop output, and 

the temperature of the channel will be displayed as “No”; if all the three channels are 

not connected, host machine will stop all the outputs automatically, with three 

channels' indicators on in green color and flashing. Temperature window displays 

“No”, which flashes as well; buzzer continues to alarm. Now, press “Start/stop key” to 

enter standby mode and alarm is reset. 

8. Output will be stopped when running time reduces to 0; then, buzzer gives 5 

sounds, entering into the standby mode; time parameter returns to default setting, 

i.e., “30” minutes; temperature parameter reserves the parameters set by user last 

time. 

9. High temperature alarm function: Under any condition, when this instrument 

detects that electric blanket's temperature exceeds high temperature limit. At 60℃, 

all the outputs will be stopped, host machine will give buzzer alarm, and temperature 

window shows “HH”; now, please turn off this instrument and contact your dealer for 

inspection and service at specified locations. 

10. By pressing buzzer in an effective way, buzzer would give an alarm once. 
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VIII. Maintenance

1. Electric blanket's casing is made from semi-PU, while inside waterproof cloth is 

oxford cloth affixed with PU film. After use, please clean it with clean wet cloth and 

leave it aside for air drying; in case body shaping cream or other greasy substance is 

splashed onto electric blanket during use, please clean it with neutral cleaning 

solution; it's not allowed to clean it with acid, alkaline or organic solvent. 

2. If this instrument is to be left unused for a long term, please cut its power and keep 

accessories and host machine separately in a shady and well-ventilated place. 

IX. Troubleshooting

1. In case of a failure, host machine or electric blanket shall not be disassembled or 

repaired by non professionals. Please ask professionals for examination or contact 

your dealer for repairing at designated places. 

2. In case power wire or electric blanket is damaged, please contact manufacturer or 
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Please check the product specifications before use. This manual is 

for reference only. Product specifications are subject to change 

without notice. 

agent for replacement with a new one. 

3. Should there be any accident or damage (for example smoke, fog and abnormal 

sound), make sure to cut the power before any action. 
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